
E V E N T  P R I C I N G



DJ Rates & Staff

DJ - $800.00 up to 5 hours of music including Bose F1 sound system with sub. 
Additional hours are billed at $200.00 per hour.  
 
MC - $100.00 per hour (Minimum 3 hours)
 
Lighting Operator  - $25.00 per hour
 
Staff - $25.00 per hour (1-4 may be needed depending on set up)
(4 hour minimum)
 
Transportation fee is based on equipment rental and can range from $100-200
and includes equipment transportation, load in, set up, tear down, load out of all
equipment. 
 
You will receieve a quote before we send an invoice. 
We accept, Debit, Credit, Certified Cheque, Interac, Paypal, Cash. 
To book a date a deposit of 30% non refundable is required. The remaining
balance is due 2 business days before the event. 
All prices are subject to 13% HST. 

Special Remixed Wedding Intro's - $250.00
 
Special Remixed Megamixes - $500.00
 
Specially Remixed Song - $250.00
 
6W Laser - $750.00 Including laser operator. 
 
Synced light show to song - $250.00 per song. 
 
Site Survey for Power - $100.00
 
*We must ensure the power hook up and supply
meet's our needs. Some equipment may not be 
available if there is a lack of power available. 
 
 
 



Chauvet Core 3x3

Core 3×3 combines a pixel-mapping effect and a powerful LED wash.
Powered by nine RGB LEDs with chip-on-board (COB) technology, it
utilizes a unique reflector cup to produce large pixels of light and
create intriguing sweeping and chasing effects. 

$50.00 per light



Chauvet Intimidator 140SR Hybrid
Intimidator Hybrid 140SR is powerful all-in-one moving head fixture that morphs from

SPOT to BEAM to WASH effortlessly. Fitted with an intense 140 W discharge light
engine and motorized focus, it projects crisp beams and gobos at almost any distance.
Two overlapping independently controlled prisms create dynamic beam effects. Dual

gobo wheels allow for gobo morphing and amazing mid-air projections. The motorized
zoom works in beam, spot and wash modes for ultimate light control.

$75.00 per light



Chauvet Veusvio 
CHAUVET® Professional atmospherics family, the Vesuvio™ RGBA brings together

high output LED washes to towering fog output with ferocious intensity. The Vesuvio™
RGBA atmospheric effect generator allows you to add red, green, blue, and amber color

mixing (RGBA) to voluminous fog output for multi-colored atmospheric columns,
bringing a new level of effects to your production. Vesuvio™ RGBA features a quick

heating 1.6 kW heater and a 2.5 L fluid tank for dependability in production, and
features an incredible 40,000 cubic feet per minute output (CFM), bringing a huge

punch for your show.

$75.00 per machine prefilled
with Fast Dissipating Fluid

WAY MORE POWERFUL THAN A GEYSER!

Water-based formula 
 
Produces a thick cloud of fog that dissipates in seconds, allowing
frequent bursts of eye-catching effects
 
Will not stain or leave residue
 
Non-toxic, non-flammable, and unscented



Chauvet Amhaze Whisper Haze Machine
CHAUVET Professional PHF fluid is formulated specifically for use with the Amhaze
line. It generates a thin mist of haze, doesn’t stain or leave residue, and is nontoxic,

nonflammable and unscented.

Haze is required for amazing lighting and atmospheric effects. Example if you would like
to see the beams of light from our Chauvet 140SR Hybrids then you must use haze.

$125.00 prefilled with
Preimum Haze Fluid.

Chauvet LED Strobe Lights
We will never point the stobes into the crowd. They are used for

wall effect strobing as a background effect.

$10.00 per light.



Custom LED Diamond Shaped DJ Booth
 

$1,000.00 



Chauvet Nimbus Dry Ice Machine 
Nimbus is a professional dry ice machine which produces thick, white fog that hugs the
floor and dissipates without rising. This powerful machine heats enough water to create
fog from 10 lb of dry ice to provide 6 minutes of run time. Dual heaters allow for faster
heat-up and recycle times.

$150.00
One six minute flow of Dry

Ice




